
Clean-up makes it work: 

#CleanMakesWork

COVID-19 decision tree   
OSB has helped create this decision tree based on the guidelines of the RIVM. Based on this tree, 
(adult) employees can assess whether or not they can come to work. The basic principle of this 
decision tree is to work with employees with a normal health, without any underlying illness. 

Housemates, family members, brothers or sisters have to look at the decision tree separately.
OSB will adjust the decision tree if it is necessary based on new regulations. The most recent 
version can be downloaded via www.osb.nl

The GGD can be reached via:

0800 – 1202

At this moment, does anyone at 
home have corona?

Does a housemate have a fever (380 or higher) and/or 
shortness of breath and other corona symptoms?

Test result and then?
Does a housemate have a fever (380 or higher) and/
or shortness of breath and symptoms of corona? In 
general, it goes as follows:

Positive
You or one of your housemates is infected with 
corona. Follow the instructions of the GGD.

Negative
You are not infected with corona.

You can go (back) to work, even if the symptoms are 
not all gone. Unless you are still in a quarantine period.

How long do you have to stay home?
How long it takes and what the rules are, depends 
on the situation. Follow the instructions of the GGD. 
Check the website of Rijksoverheid on Self-quarantine 
because of corona (staying home).

Do you have any questions or doubts after going over the 
decision tree? Contact the infection doctor of the GGD. 
You can also call the national coronavirus information 
number of the Rijksoverheid: 

0800 - 1351 (free, 08:00 - 20:00)
For more information, check  
www.rivm.nl/coronavirus-covid-19

You can go to work You can go to work 
You can go back to work 
after the quarantine period

Do you have one or more of the following symptoms?

• fever or increased temperature (380 or higher)
• cold symptoms  (such as a runny nose, nasal 

catarrh, sneezing, sore throat)
• coughing
• shortness of breath
• sudden loss of smell/taste (without having a 

blocked nose)

Are you in close contact with someone with corona? 
Or did you recently come from a country with an 
orange/red travel advice? (You can check this via 
www.nederlandwereldwijd.nl) Or did you receive a 
notification in the Coronamelder app?
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Do you get symptoms within ten days?NO

YES

YES

NO

Stay home. If you get 
symptoms, get a test. 
Housemates must also stay 
home until there is a test result. 
Contact the GGD.


